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A death type feeling
Running through our veins
Got to find an escape
From all the real pain
Got to find someone to realize
That all things we've been told
Are nothing but lies

Believed in a being
Never seen
But you know he's there
And when we've no one
To talk to we know he cares
'Cause we've got something else
Something
Something that we've all seen
It's inside all our minds
We've created another being

Life force, it's something we've all seen
Created in a drug-like dream
Life force, it works and I believe
'Cause life force it puts my mind at ease

Well we've gone into a world
A world that's only ours
Doing what we believe
Doing it our own way
Some believe some turn their backs
And others they just laugh
But we've got something
That gets us through
All of our lonely days

Muscles they're contracting
All our minds are spinning
Emotions they're all flowing
Voices they're all talking
We're locked up together
And everyone is grinning
We think we've gone mad
But it's just the beginning
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Believed in a being
Never seen
But you know he's there
And when we've no one
To talk to we know he cares
'Cause we've got something else
Something
Something that we've all seen
It's inside all our minds
We've created another being

Life force, it's something we've all seen
Created in a drug-like dream
Life force, it works and I believe
'Cause life force it puts my mind at ease
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